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・Read these instructions for the proper use of this machine.
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１． Before use
Thank you very much for purchasing our Automatic Screw Feeder, 『BS-CL series』 .
Please check up the escaperories supplied with it before using it.
Accessories
Shoot box x1
I/F cable x1
Operation manual x1
AC adapter x1
Screwdriver x1
Screw delivery tubex1
Before using your product, please read this manual carefully to get best results from the product.

Allen wrench x1

２． Operating Precautions
This manual contains safety alert symbols and safety precaution messages to prevent injuries of the operator or damages to property.

◎ Indications

WARNING

This indicates there is a chance of death, serious injury or fire
if the instructions are not followed.

CAUTION

This indicates there is a chance of personal injury or damage to property
if the instructions are not followed.

◎ Symbols indicating type of danger and preventative measures
Prohibited operation. Never do this!

This indicates to stop operations.

Do not disassemble, modify or repair.

Unplug power supply from wall outlet.

Do not touch with wet hands.

General caution.
-１-

Attach the ground wire by loosening the screw near the mark

of the equipment.

the bottom of the main body

WARNING
Do not disassemble
the AC adapter as there is a risk of electric shock, fire or malfunction.
㸿㸱 B㸯㸳㹱
Do not damage, alter or change the power cord. Do not place heavy objects on the cord.
twist the cord as it could be damaged, thereby causing a risk of fire or electric shock.
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Do not pull hard on the cord or

Do not handle the AC adapter with wet hands as it could cause an electric shock.
When using an outlet with AC100 ～ 240V, don't overload the electrical circuit.
Do not modify or remodel this machine as this may cause a fire or electric shock.
Do not operate this machine near flammable liquids, gasses or materials as there could be a risk of fire or explosion.
Stop operating the machine and unplug the AC adapter from the wall outlet when you detect overheating, smoke, a pungent
odor or any other unusual condition, as there may be a risk of fire or electric shock.
In the case of a thunderstorm, stop operating the machine, turn off the power and unplug the AC adapter from the wall
outlet. If there is lightning and thunder nearby, move away from the machine and do not touch it or the AC adapter. After the
thunder stops, and when it is safe to do do so, check the machine. If there is any abnormality, contact your dealer.
When performing maintenance, changing parts or when you sense an abnormality in the machine, turn the power off and
pull the AC adapter from the wall outlet. In addition, there are parts that become hot in the circuit board. When performing
maintenance around the circuit board, turn off the power for at least 5 minutes before performing work. There is a risk of
burns.
-２-
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CAUTION
Use only the AC adpater supplied with this machine otherwise it may result in a fire or electric shock.
Do not install this machine in an unstable location otherwise it may fall causing damage or injury.
Always operate the machine with the upper cover in place, otherwise it may result in injury.
Do not allow any foreign material to enter the machine while in operation.
Do not put your fingers into the machine while in operation, otherwise an injury will result.
Do not operate this machine in overly humid or dusty conditions.
Keep the plug socket clean at all times otherwise it may cause a fire or electric shock.
When moving the machine, always disconnect the AC adapter from the wall outlet or it may result in damage to the cord, or
cause a fire or electric shock.
Turn off the machine and unplug the AC adapter from the wall outlet during closing hours or if the machine will be unused for
any extended period of time.
When moving the machine, be sure to hold it with both hands and be careful not to drop it.
Dropping the machine at your feet may cause injury.
Do not operate the machine with tension on the AC adapter cord.
Keep the cord loose and untangled.
Do not bend, alter or damage the rail. Do not apply any oil. It is recommended that the user
Do not use any screw that is out of the specified range nor any screw that is oily or dirty.
When pick-upping screws, do not exert excessive force or shock to the screws.

-３-

clean the rail periodically.
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３． Component name
LED indicater light
Top lid
Frequency volume
Amplitude volume
Timer volume

Air regulator
Airtube
connection port
for φ 6 tube

Dust box

I/F cable
DC jack
ฎ
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Feeding
activation switch

Screw outer port
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䠮䡋䠤䠯㻌ᣦ௧䠒≀㉁㻌ཬ䜃㻌ୗグ䛾≀㉁䛿ΰධ䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸
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Rear hopper cover
Scraper left
Holding plate
Push Cylinder
Slide unit
Slide Cylinder
Sensor
Slide Cylinder

Scraper right

Scooping hopper

䠮䡋䠤䠯㻌ᣦ௧䠒≀㉁㻌ཬ䜃㻌ୗグ䛾≀㉁䛿ΰධ䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸
Brush
䚷䚷䚷㻝㻚䡲䢀䢚䢌䡯䢍䚷㻞㻚㖄䚷㻟㻚Ỉ㖟䚷㻠㻚භ౯䡴䢗䢍䚷㻡㻚㻼㻮㻮䚷㻢㻚㻼㻮㻰㻮
䚷䚷䚷䞉䢊䢕䢍䡭䢕䡿䢚䢇䢀䢚䚷䞉䢊䢛䢔ሷ䢇䢚䢂䢕

Rail sensor

Screw out sensor

Passing plate

Rail assembly

Screw exit
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Unloading complete LED
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Screw delivery tube
Screw count sensor

I/F connector
Operation panel
Unloading lever open sensor
Power switch
Unloading lever close sensor

Unloading lever

Unloading lever
With the left side cover removed
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Operation panel

① [SCREW SET]

①

②

Displays the number of settings.
After setting [AUTO START], the dots on the display turn off and the LED
brightness increase.
After setting [AUTO START], the number of settings is memorized, and the
number of settings cannot be changed until [RESET] is pressed.

③

・

・

② [SCREW COUNT]
Displays the number of screws sent to the shoot box from the start of
operation to the present. When the number of screws sent reaches the set
number, the [SCREW COUNT] dot lights up and [FINISH] (blue) flashes.
At the same time, the LED at the top of the shoot box also blinks. If the
number of screws sent exceeds the set number, the value will blink.

④
⑤

③ [WAITING]LED yellow
Turns on when the screw feeder is in preparation. Turns off when the screw
feeder is ready for air-pressurized delivery.
④ [RUN]LED green
Turns on during operation.
Turns off when the operation is completed.

⑧

⑤ [FINISH]LED blue

⑥

⑦

Blinks when the operation is completed. Turns off during operation.

⑦ [AUTO START]

⑥ [RESET]

The operation will start.
The [RUN] LED lights up during operation.

Set the number of settings.
* If pressed during operation, the set number will be reset and the count
value will be reset (initial value = 0).

⑧ [SCREW SET]

Set the number of settings.
The left side (X10) is the tens digit, and the right side (X1) is the ones digit.
It is valid only when [RESET] is pressed.
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４． Installation

Screw delivery tube

Tube inlet
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４- １． Installation of the shoot box

cable
connector

䠮䡋䠤䠯㻌ᣦ௧䠒≀㉁㻌ཬ䜃㻌ୗグ䛾≀㉁䛿ΰධ䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸
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Φ28 metal joint mounting bracket is attached䚷䚷䚷䞉䢊䢕䢍䡭䢕䡿䢚䢇䢀䢚䚷䞉䢊䢛䢔ሷ䢇䢚䢂䢕
to the back of
the shoot box. It can be attached to a φ28 ejector pipe. Also,
if you remove this mounting bracket, you can install it using
the 4 screw holes of M4.
The installation location should be within the reach of the I / F
cable (2.5m) between the screw feeder and the shoot box.
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䚷䚷䚷㻝㻚䡲䢀䢚䢌䡯䢍䚷㻞㻚㖄䚷㻟㻚Ỉ㖟䚷㻠㻚භ౯䡴䢗䢍䚷㻡㻚㻼㻮㻮䚷㻢㻚㻼㻮㻰㻮
䚷䚷䚷䞉䢊䢕䢍䡭䢕䡿䢚䢇䢀䢚䚷䞉䢊䢛䢔ሷ䢇䢚䢂䢕

M4 screw hole

４- ２． Connection utility sources
(1) Power connection
φ 28 pipe, etc.
Please connect the adapter cable to the connector as shown on right.
(2) Air supply connection
Please use plastic tubes of outer diameter φ6mm to connect
to the air regulator. Please set the pressure to 0.5MPa.
Lift the cap of the air regulator (upwards), and the lock will be
released. After settings is done, fasten the cap down again to
lock the regulator.

４- ３． Connecting I/F cable and screw delivery tube
㸿㸱B㸯㸱㹱
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(1) Screw feeder
㸿㸱B㸯㸱㹱
Connect the attached I/F cable to the rear surface and fix
it with screws. Attach the screw delivery tube to the screw
outer port on the front and fix it with a fixing band.
(2) Shoot box
Connect the attached I/F cable to the top surface and fix
it with screws. Connect the screw deliver tube firmly to the
Screw delivery tube
tube inlet on the top. Be careful when routing the tube, as
sharp bending or strong tightening with a cable tie can
cause screw clogging.
-８-
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DC jack
I/F cable
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５． Basic Operations
５- １． Loading the screws

䠮䡋䠤䠯㻌ᣦ௧䠒≀㉁㻌ཬ䜃㻌ୗグ䛾≀㉁䛿ΰධ䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸
䚷䚷䚷㻝㻚䡲䢀䢚䢌䡯䢍䚷㻞㻚㖄䚷㻟㻚Ỉ㖟䚷㻠㻚භ౯䡴䢗䢍䚷㻡㻚㻼㻮㻮䚷㻢㻚㻼㻮㻰㻮
䚷䚷䚷䞉䢊䢕䢍䡭䢕䡿䢚䢇䢀䢚䚷䞉䢊䢛䢔ሷ䢇䢚䢂䢕

- Take out the top cover, turn the power switch on and off so that the brush stops
verticallyright above the rail, as shown on right.
-At the first initialization of the machine, please place roughly equal amount of screws on
both side of the rail. Level of screws inserted shall be below lower edge of the rail.
-Please adjust the amount of screws accordingly, depending on the actual operating rate
and conditions of screw delivery flow.
- The Type and length of screw changes the load capacity so check and adjust
the load accordingly.
-Do not overload the hopper with screws otherwise it may cause a malfunction
or damage the machine.
-This machine accepts only steel screws. Plustic or stainless screws are not accepted.

Brush

５- ２． Turning ON the power
- Use only the adapter supplied with this machine to connect it to a wall outlet. When you
turn the power on, the LED for the power
lights up, the motor rotates and screws are scooped on to the rail.
- The rail vibrates to deliver screws to the pick up spot. When the screws come to the
stopper, the motor and the rail vivbration stops
after 1-6 seconds
Use only the AC adapter supplied with this machine otherwise it may cause

the number of
settings

damage to the machine.

５-3． Set the number of settings.
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The setting is done with [SCREW SET] on the shoot box panel.
The left side (X10) is the tens digit, and the right side (X1) is the ones㸿㸱B㸯㸱㹱
digit.
It is valid only when [RESET] is pressed or immediately after the power is turned on.

９- ８-

[SCREW SET]

ᢎ
ㄆ

[RESET]

㧗ᶫ

５- ４． Auto start

③ When you press [AUTO START], the set number of screws

సᴗෆᐜ
㸦㒊ရྡ㸧

〇ရྡ

⤌❧㸸
① After setting the set number, push in the unloading
lever and remove the remaining screws.

will be sent from the screw feeder.

%65

When the set number is reached, the air-pressorized delivery
stops and the blue LED on the top of the shoot box flashes.

LED blue

取出しﾚﾊﾞｰ

② [SCREW COUNT] changes from [CC] to [0].


[SCREW COUNT]
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[AUTO START]

Push in the unloading lever and remove the screw.
The next operation will start automatically.

- １０ -

５-5． Forced vibration of rail
If the screw is not supplied to the tip of the rail for a certain period of time, the vibration of the rail will increase. The vibration of
the rail is increased regularly in order to eliminate the biting of the screws in the scooping chamber. The vibration noise becomes
stronger, but this is not a malfunction.

５-6． Instant motion of slide unit
When the rail sensor detects the screw but the passage sensor cannot detect the screw after the escape operation, the slide
block repeats a instant motion to eliminate the screw catching.

５-7． External output （Option)

When the set number of screws have been delivered and the screws are removed with the unloading lever, a 500ms signal is
output from the external output connector.
〇 Signal rating

Direct current max 100mA

〇 Connector
Maker: Nanaboshi Scientific Research
Model: NCR-16-3-R
1-COM: (low potential)
2-Unused
3-Completion signal: (when the set
number is taken out from the shoot box)
【Note】
The length of the signal line should be within 3m.
Use with the signal terminal set to high potential and
the COM terminal set to low potential.

Applied voltage 5 to 24V (max 27V)
〇 Time chart
設定数５の場合
When the number of settings is 5
取出しレバー
Unloading Lever

供給機
Screw Feeder

Open
Close
On

Auto Start
Off
ネジカウントセンサー
On
(シュートボックス)
Screw Count Sensor
Off
(Shoot Box )

完了信号
外部出力
External Output Complete Signal

On
Off

500ms
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６.Adjustment
６-1． Checking and adjusting the rail vibration
The amplitude and frequency of the rail vibration can be adjusted. The vibration has been adjusted at the factory for screws that
correspond with the rail. Put some screws into the rail and turn the power on. If they are delivered smoothly, there is no need for
adjustment. The screw transport feed differs depending on screw type. For screws with a low transport speed, or screws that
easily jump, perform the adjustment according to the following procedure.
Step1: Amplitude VOL Maximum
Frequncy adjusting knob
CW ： Low
CCW ： High

Step2: Frequency VOL Adjust where screw flows fastest.
(Around the middle)

Amplitude adjusting knob
CW ： Low

Step3: If the vibration is too strong, decrease the amplitude.

CCW ： High
Use the supplied resin driver. VOL may be damaged.
・ If the vibration is adjusted to a too large a value to increase the
transport speed, screws may jump from the rail and fall into the
machine from the clearance, failing to unload screws normally.
Adjust the vibration to a proper value that matches the loaded screws.
・ With the accompanying screwdriver, turn the knob without using
excessive force.
・ When no screws are scooped onto the rail for a certain period of time,
the rail vibration increases. If, still, no screws are scooped on to the
rail, the machine stops operating.
- １２ -

６-2． Timer Adjustment
Depending on actual shape of screws, delivery speed may be varied. It is recommended to adjust the timer setting longer for
screws with a slower delivery rate; and a shorter timer setting for smaller screws that move easily on the rail.
·- The screw delivery and vibration of this machine is designed to continue until
a screw is delivered, and the vibration shall stop after a certain time frame after
a screw is present. This time frame before the vibration stop is set by this Timer
volume. After the delivered screw is picked up, screw delivery operation r
esumes.
- Screw presence is detected by optical sensors.
- The timer volume is shown as picture below (Third from the top)
- Turning the volume clockwise will make the timer shorter, and counter-clockwise
will make it longer.

Timer adjusting knob
CW ： Shorter
CCW ： Longer

６-3． Adjustment of the air pressurizing speed
If the air pressure is set more than necessary amount, the screw
may bounce out from the output port. Or, when the pressure is
too low, the screw may not be delivered smoothly. Please make
fine adjustment according to actual conditions accordingly.
Adjustment is made with the acrylic panel removed.
When the feeder is in operation, pressure setting can be
adjusted by turning the actuator control as shown above. After
the adjustment is done, please fasten the fixing nut firmly.
CW : Less airflow
CCW: More airflow
Pressurizing speed controller

- １３ -

６-4． Sppeed adjustment of the slide unit
If you need to adjust the speed of the slide unit, adjust
the
䠮䡋䠤䠯㻌ᣦ௧䠒≀㉁㻌ཬ䜃㻌ୗグ䛾≀㉁䛿ΰධ䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸
speed with the speed controller of the cylinder on the left䚷䚷䚷㻝㻚䡲䢀䢚䢌䡯䢍䚷㻞㻚㖄䚷㻟㻚Ỉ㖟䚷㻠㻚භ౯䡴䢗䢍䚷㻡㻚㻼㻮㻮䚷㻢㻚㻼㻮㻰㻮
side.
䚷䚷䚷䞉䢊䢕䢍䡭䢕䡿䢚䢇䢀䢚䚷䞉䢊䢛䢔ሷ䢇䢚䢂䢕
If the cylinder speed is set too fast, screw may jump out from
the escaper unit.
After the adjustment is done, please fasten the fixing nut firmly
and reinstall the acrylic cover.
CW ： Less air/ slower
CCW ： More air/ faster

Speed controller for back

Speed controller for front

６-5． Speed adjustment of the push cylinder
If you need to adjust the speed of the push
cylinder, open the front cover and adjust with the
speed controller.After the adjustment is done,
please fasten the fixing nut firmly and reinstall the
acrylic cover.
CW ： Less air/ slower
CCW ： More air/ faster

Push cylinder
speed controller for front

Slide unit
speed controller for back

Slide unit
speed controller for front
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６-6． Adjustment of the brush height

䠮䡋䠤䠯㻌ᣦ௧䠒≀㉁㻌ཬ䜃㻌ୗグ䛾≀㉁䛿ΰධ䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸

䚷䚷䚷㻝㻚䡲䢀䢚䢌䡯䢍䚷㻞㻚㖄䚷㻟㻚Ỉ㖟䚷㻠㻚භ౯䡴䢗䢍䚷㻡㻚㻼㻮㻮䚷㻢㻚㻼㻮㻰㻮
Please make certain that the power is OFF when
making adjustment to avoid personal injuries.
䚷䚷䚷䞉䢊䢕䢍䡭䢕䡿䢚䢇䢀䢚䚷䞉䢊䢛䢔ሷ䢇䢚䢂䢕

Put in screws to the feeder unit. Turn on and off the power switch to active
the unit so that screws fall into the rail.
･By operating the power switch, adjust it so that the brush stops at the
horizontal position on the left side
Hopper wall
･Swing the brush by hand, and check if tip of the brush can touch top of the
screws on rail lightly.
Height adj. screws
･If the brush is too low or too high, it will affect the screws’ supply speed.
･When adjustment is needed, loosen the height adj. screws.
･If plastic part of the brush touched the passing plate above the rail, please
adjust horizontal position of the brush with the base holder screws.
･When adjustment is done, turn on the power and make sure that the brush
is functioning effectively.

Rear hopper cover
Scraper

Rear hopper cover fixing screws

Scraper fixing screws

６-7． Adjustment of the rear hopper cover

Brush-base holder screws
Brush
Please make certain that the power is OFF when making adjustment
to avoid personal injuries.
-Please check that there’s roughly a 0.5mm-wide clearance between the back-plate and the rail.
-Please adjust the plate so that it is not too low to affect vibration of the rail, or too high so that screws became stuck within the opening.
- When adjustment is necessary, please loosen the screws , and adjust the height of the cover.

６-8． Adjustment of the scrapers
Please make certain that the power is OFF when making adjustment to avoid personal injuries.
･Check that the clearances, between the scraper right/left and hopper wall right/left, are around 0.5mm.
･When the scraper makes contact with the hopper wall, the rail vibration becomes weak and the screws are delivered slowly.
When the clearance between the scraper and the hopper wall is too large, the screws may be caught easily.
・ If any adjustment is required, loosen the scraper fixing screws and move the scraper up or down.
・After such adjustments, if deformation on the plate has occurred so that proper clearance and adjustment cannot be achieved, or
scratches on the plates had caused trouble in screw movement, please purchase replacement parts for best results.
Left Scraper : TPO91201 Right Scraper: TPO91202
ኚ᭦␒ྕ
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６-9． Adjustment of the screw flow from rail to slide unit
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Please make certain that the power is OFF when making adjustment to avoid personal injuries.
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６-9-1． Detaching the cover plates
When checking the screw
flow, loosen the 2 screws on
both sides and fold the front
cover.

Datach both sides
and front cover when
adjusting the slide
unit .
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６-9-2． Passing plate adjustment

ᣦ
Passing
plate mounting screw
ᐃ

ᣦᐃ௨እࣀᑍἲࢽᑐࢫࣝᑍἲᕪࠉࠉ㸦s㸧
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Make sure the passing plate is on the holding plate.
down
and
・If the passing plate is too low, the holding plate will be pushed㧗ᶫ
㧗ᶫ
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the screw will not pass.
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・If adjustment is required, loosen the passing plate and yhe holding plate
mounting screws and adjust them together.
Refer to 6-9-3.
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６-9-3． Holding plate adjustment

$

Space between holding plate and screw shall be roughly 0.5 ～ 1mm.
・ If there is no clearance, a screw will be blocked. If the clearance is too
large, 䠮䡋䠤䠯㻌ᣦ௧䠒≀㉁㻌ཬ䜃㻌ୗグ䛾≀㉁䛿ΰධ䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸
screw piling or screw jump out will occur.
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When 䚷䚷䚷䞉䢊䢕䢍䡭䢕䡿䢚䢇䢀䢚䚷䞉䢊䢛䢔ሷ䢇䢚䢂䢕
the holding plate adjusting screw is turned clockwise, the plate moves down.
When the adjusting screw is turned counterclockwise, the plate moves up.
Holding plate
Holding plate adjusting screw

Screw

Holding plate fixing screw

ಶᩘ㸸 ಶྎ

≀㉁䛿ΰධ䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸
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Holding plate
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６-9-4． Slide unit adjustment

Remove both side covers, front cover, rail screw sensor mounting bracket and holding plate, and check the positions of the
rail and slide block grooves from above the machine.
-Check the center position of the groove of the rail and slide block ⇒ Visually make it almost in the center.
$$ 
-Check the height of the rail and slide block ⇒ Lower the upper surface of the rail and the screw receiving part of the slide
block by about 0.2 mm on the slide block side.

$

ᢲᯈ

Holding
plate
㺦㺚㺼ᢲ࠼ᯈ
Rail assembly
Rail assembly
㺸㺎㺷
Slide
block
㺛㺵㺐㺢㺼㺪㺼㺹㺍㺖
Holding plate

Slide
block
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Rail screw sensor
mounting bracket
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Lateral adjustment
Loosen the three slide unit fixing screws on the underside
䠮䡋䠤䠯㻌ᣦ௧䠒≀㉁㻌ཬ䜃㻌ୗグ䛾≀㉁䛿ΰධ䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸
of the height adjustment nut from the bottom
of the
䚷䚷䚷㻝㻚䡲䢀䢚䢌䡯䢍䚷㻞㻚㖄䚷㻟㻚Ỉ㖟䚷㻠㻚භ౯䡴䢗䢍䚷㻡㻚㻼㻮㻮䚷㻢㻚㻼㻮㻰㻮
䚷䚷䚷䞉䢊䢕䢍䡭䢕䡿䢚䢇䢀䢚䚷䞉䢊䢛䢔ሷ䢇䢚䢂䢕
machine. Move the slide unit body left and right
so that the
groove of the slide block and the position of the rail in the
left-right direction are visually centered.

Height adjustment
Loosen the three slide unit fixing screws on the underside
of the height adjustment nut from the bottom of the
machine. Visually check the height direction with the height
adjustment nut so that the upper surface of the rail and the
slide block screw receiving part are about 0.2 mm lower on
the slide block side. After adjustment, fix it with the three
slide unit fixing screws.
Height adjustment bolts

６-9-5． Rail and Slide block adjustment
Remove the holding plate temporary to check the
clearance opening between rail and slide block.
Rail fixing bolt

*Opening between rail and slide block
⇒ Approx. 0.5mm
Please loosen the rail fixing bolt shown
adjust the position of rail assembly.

Rail assembly
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７． Maintenace
７- １． Rail groove cleaning

Rail assembly

A dirty rail groove may interfere with the screw transport speed.
Clean the dirty rail with a soft, clean cloth dipped in alcohol.
If there is any dirt or a flaw in the rail groove that may cause an
impediment in use, we recommendᶵ⬟ヨస⏝ᅗ㠃
the user to replace the rail.
ఱ࠶ࢀࡤタィ㐃⤡ࢆ࠾㢪࠸ࡋࡲࡍ

７- ２． Cleaning inside the machine

・ If the inside of the machine is very dirty, remove the cover and blow
the inside of the machine with air to remove iron powder and dust.
Also, wipe the inside of the machine with a clean thin cloth soaked
with alcohol.
・The dust box is installed under the scooping room. The dust box can
be pulled out from the back, so please clean it regularly.

７- ３． Grease up
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Dust box

① Brush Drive Shaft

Grease is applied to the following drive parts. Check once a month,
and if there is a shortage of grease, add grease.
① Brush Drive Shaft
② Brush Drive Gear Large
Recommended grease
③ Brush Shaft CP
Made by Toray Dou Coating
④ Brush Gear
MOLYKOTE BR-2PlussEquivalent
⑤ Magnet Shaft
⑥ Slide Block
⑦ Shoot box unloading lever guide

･Grease application location : Sliding part of brush drive shaft and drive
bush
･Grease application method : Apply grease to the vicinity of the upper
and lower bushes.

Brush drive

shaft
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② Brush Drive Gear Large

･Grease application location: Sliding part of brush drive gear large
䠮䡋䠤䠯㻌ᣦ௧䠒≀㉁㻌ཬ䜃㻌ୗグ䛾≀㉁䛿ΰධ䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸
gear large,
･Grease application method: Remove the E-ringand the brush drive
䚷䚷䚷㻝㻚䡲䢀䢚䢌䡯䢍䚷㻞㻚㖄䚷㻟㻚Ỉ㖟䚷㻠㻚භ౯䡴䢗䢍䚷㻡㻚㻼㻮㻮䚷㻢㻚㻼㻮㻰㻮
䚷䚷䚷䞉䢊䢕䢍䡭䢕䡿䢚䢇䢀䢚䚷䞉䢊䢛䢔ሷ䢇䢚䢂䢕
and apply grease to the shaft side.

ಶᩘ㸸 ಶྎ

Grease application point on the brush shaft

③ Brush Shaft CP

Brush shaft

･Grease application location: Sliding part between bush and the brush shaft
･Grease application method: Remove the front and rear E-rings, move the brush shaft
slightly forward, and apply grease to the part that fits with the bush.

④ Brush Gear

Grease application point on the
brush gear

Grease application
point on the magnet
shaft

location: The part where the brush gear and the brush drive
･Grease application
ᶵ⬟ヨస⏝ᅗ㠃
gear ఱ࠶ࢀࡤタィ㐃⤡ࢆ࠾㢪࠸ࡋࡲࡍ
are engaged

Twin magnet drive
Slide plate
drive. reinforcement plate

⑤ Magnet Shaft

Brush drive gear large

･Grease application location: Sliding part between magnet shaft and twin magnet
･Grease application method: Remove the C ring and magnet arm, and apply grease.

⑥ Slide Block

ಶᩘ㸸 ಶྎ

䠮䡋䠤䠯㻌ᣦ௧䠒≀㉁㻌ཬ䜃㻌ୗグ䛾≀㉁䛿ΰධ䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸
䚷䚷䚷㻝㻚䡲䢀䢚䢌䡯䢍䚷㻞㻚㖄䚷㻟㻚Ỉ㖟䚷㻠㻚භ౯䡴䢗䢍䚷㻡㻚㻼㻮㻮䚷㻢㻚㻼㻮㻰㻮

䚷䚷䚷䞉䢊䢕䢍䡭䢕䡿䢚䢇䢀䢚䚷䞉䢊䢛䢔ሷ䢇䢚䢂䢕
bush and slide shaft
･Grease application location: Sliding part of slide block
ᑍἲ㸸
unit and the
･Grease application method: Remove the plate on the right side of the slideಶᩘ㸸
cylinder for the slide, pull out the slide block from the right side, and apply grease to the
inside of the four bushes of the slide block.

Grease application
location of color
Grease application point on the
brush drive gear large

⑦ Unloading Lever Guide
･Grease application location: Sliding location between the slide block bush and the slide shaft
･Grease application method: Remove the lower cover and apply grease to
the left and right slide shafts.
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Slide shaft grease application
location (left and right)
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７- ４． Replacing the brush assembly

Brush assembly fixing screw

If the brush is too worn to sweep screws off of the rail, replace it. Remove the brush
assembly fixing screws and remove the brush assembly. Assemble the new brush
assembly in the reverse order.
・ Adjustment See 6-6
・ The part number of the brush assembly is TOKX0383

７- ５． Replacing the rail assembly
ᶵ⬟ヨస⏝ᅗ㠃
To replace the rail assembly, first remove the slide unit fixing screw and then remove
タィ㐃⤡ࢆ࠾㢪࠸ࡋࡲࡍ
the slide unit. Next, loosen the rail assembly fixing screw and pull the rail assembly
forward. Assemble the rail assembly and slide unit in the reverse procedure. Refer to
6-9-4 for adjusting the position of the slide unit and rail assembly.

７- ６． Replacing the scraper
If the gap between the scraper and the wall cannot
be adjusted properly, the scraper will
䠮䡋䠤䠯㻌ᣦ௧䠒≀㉁㻌ཬ䜃㻌ୗグ䛾≀㉁䛿ΰධ䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸
䚷䚷䚷㻝㻚䡲䢀䢚䢌䡯䢍䚷㻞㻚㖄䚷㻟㻚Ỉ㖟䚷㻠㻚භ౯䡴䢗䢍䚷㻡㻚㻼㻮㻮䚷㻢㻚㻼㻮㻰㻮
need to be replaced. Remove the scraper mounting
screws and replace the scraper.
䚷䚷䚷䞉䢊䢕䢍䡭䢕䡿䢚䢇䢀䢚䚷䞉䢊䢛䢔ሷ䢇䢚䢂䢕
・ Refer to 6-8 for adjusting the position of the scraper.

７- ７． Replacing the roller for the brush drive shaft
If the brush shaft is malfunctioning
due to worn rollers, replace the
rollers. Remove the roller fixing
screw and replace it with a new
roller.
-Roller part number: TPO90982

Slide unit fixing screws(Access from the bottom）
Scraper left
Scraper mounting
screw

Roller

Collar
ᶵᲔຍᕤရࡢᣦ♧↓ࡁ⾲㠃⢒ࡉࡣࠉࠉࠉ௨ෆࡍࡿࠋ
Roller fixing
crew
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７- ８． Replacing the twin magnet drive
If the rotation of the twin magnet drive interferes with the wall, the twin magnet drive needs to be replaced. Follow the procedure
below for replacement.
1)Remove the side plate reinforcement plate. (Washer is inserted.)
2)Loosen the idler.
3)Remove the twin magnet drive together with the timing belt.
Twin magnet drive
Slide plate
4)Install in the reverse procedure.
reinforcement plate
5)Apply tension to the idler so that the timing belt does not loosen.
Make sure that the twin magnet drive does not interfere with the idler
when it rotates.
Idler

・ The part number of the twin magnet drive is PLMB0039

Timing belt
Magnet pulley washer
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E-ring(E-5)

７- ９． Replacing the brush driving gear1

１

If the brush driving gear wears out and malfunctions begin to appear,
replace it. Remove the E-ring (E-3) and pan head screw, and remove
㸿㸱B㸯㸱㹱
the brush driving gear large. Remove the brush assembly and E-ring

ᶵᲔຍᕤရࡢᣦ♧↓ࡁ⾲㠃⢒ࡉࡣࠉࠉࠉ௨ෆࡍࡿࠋ
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ᶵᲔຍᕤရࡢ㺒㺍㺚㺼㒊ࡣࠊ⣒㠃ྲྀࡾ &㹼& ࡢࡇࠋ
ᯈ㔠ຍᕤရࡢ㺒㺍㺚㺼㒊ࡣࠊ㺨㺼㺶↓ࡁࡢࡇࠋ
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(E-5) and pull the brush shaft forward. Remove the spring pin and
replace the brush drive gear.
・ The part number of the brush driving gear1 ： NJ02035
Engage the brush driving gear large with the brush driving gear 1
so that the brush assembly faces directly downward when the lower
surface of the brush driving gear large is in the horizontal position.
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作業内容
（部品名）
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Brush driving
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Pan head screw
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７-10． Confirmation of component interference in the event of abnormal vibration

If you cannot adjust the vibration to the proper level, check the following.
① Interference due to screws mixed
② Interference between rail and slide block
䠮䡋䠤䠯㻌ᣦ௧䠒≀㉁㻌ཬ䜃㻌ୗグ䛾≀㉁䛿ΰධ䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸
䚷䚷䚷㻝㻚䡲䢀䢚䢌䡯䢍䚷㻞㻚㖄䚷㻟㻚Ỉ㖟䚷㻠㻚භ౯䡴䢗䢍䚷㻡㻚㻼㻮㻮䚷㻢㻚㻼㻮㻰㻮
and rail
③ Interference between the rear hopper cover䚷䚷䚷䞉䢊䢕䢍䡭䢕䡿䢚䢇䢀䢚䚷䞉䢊䢛䢔ሷ䢇䢚䢂䢕
④ Interference between scraper and hopper wall
グ䛾≀㉁䛿ΰධ䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸
≀㉁䛿ΰධ䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸
౯䡴䢗䢍䚷㻡㻚㻼㻮㻮䚷㻢㻚㻼㻮㻰㻮
⑤ Interference between hopper wall and rail
䚷㻡㻚㻼㻮㻮䚷㻢㻚㻼㻮㻰㻮
⑥ Solenoid gap abnormality		
④
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８． Trouble shooting
Trouble
Cause
The feeder
Motor overload
continues to be When excessive current flows through the motor,
inoperable.
the feeder continue to stop.
① Screw hooking on the brush
② Adhesion of screws, etc. on the magnet drive
unit
Forced
Screw supply error
vibration
It occurs when the screw cannot be detected by
continues and the rail sensor. The probable causes are as
stops.
follows.
① There are no screws
② Rail vibration is inappropriate and screw flow is
poor.
③ A screw is caught on the passing plate

Air-pressurized
delivery
continues
Intermittently.
The push
cylinder do not
push out
screws
The slide unit
repeats
instantaneous
operation.

Air-pressurized delivery of screw abnormality
It occurs when the screw count sensor of the
shoot box cannot detect the screw in the airpressurized delivery.
Slide cylinder sensor position error
When the slide cylinder operates, the cylinder
sensor may not be ON.

Corrective measures
Perform the following processing and turn on the power again.
① Remove the screw on the brush.
② Remove the screw, etc. on the magnet drive unit.
③ Recovery of mechanical abnormality ⇒Please contact us.
Perform the following processing and turn on the power again.
① Replenish the screws.
② Adjust the vibration of the rail.
③ Remove the screw and
When pushed by a subsequent screw and caught on a passing plate
・ Weaken the vibration.
・ Shorten the timer to reduce the amount of screws that ride on the
scraper.
・ Raise the passing plate.
When the misaligned screws are caught on the passing plate
・ Lower the passing plate.
・ Lower the brush.
Check that the screws are jammed between the main unit and the shoot
box, and then remove the screws. For recovery, turn on the power again.
Adjust the sensor position of the slide cylinder.
For recovery, turn on the power again.

Check the slide unit for clogging of screws, and if there is any clogging,
Abnormality of the slide unit
It occurs when the rail sensor detects a screw and remove the screws. After restoration, turn on the power again.
slides, but the feeder the screw outer sensor
cannot detect it.

- ２４ -

Trouble
Weak screw
feed on rail

Cause
Corrective measures
Perform the following processing and turn on the power again.
Rail vibration abnormality
The rail vibration may be weakened and the screw ① Vibration adjustment
Refer to 6-1 Checking and adjusting rail vibration, and adjust the vibration.
feed may be weakened.
② Foreign matter mixed
There is a possibility that foreign matter has entered the gaps between
the vibrating parts and the vibration has weakened. Blow the solenoid,
rail cover, etc. with air.
③ Solenoid gap abnormality： Adjust the gap with a 0.5 mm shim.
④ Interference of parts：Check for interference with the following parts.
・ Interference caused by screws mixed in the rail vibrating part
：Removal of screws
・ Interference between rail and slide block ：Adj. See 6-9-5
・ Interference between the rear hopper cover and the rail ：Adj. See 6-7
・ Interference between the scraper and the hopper wall ：Adj. See 6-8
・ Interference between the hopper wall before and after and the rail
：Adjustment or parts replacement is required. Please contact us.

A dust may have adhered to the surface or slit of the screw output sensor.
Remove the sensor and remove a dust adhering to the sensor surface and
slits. When assembling, insert the slit on the light receiving side (the
sensor surface is black).
Air-pressurized Abnormal of the screw count sensor of the
A dust may have adhered to the surface or slit of the screw count sensor
delivery is
Remove the sensor and remove a dust adhering to the sensor surface and
shoot box
performed but The screw count sensor may be in a state where it slits. When assembling, insert the slit on the light receiving side (the sensor
do not count
surface is black).
is constantly detecting screws.
Slide unit does Abnormal screw outer sensor
not move
The screw outer sensor may be detecting the
screw at all times.

Small quantity taken out
Abnormal
screw removal
quantity
Large quantity taken out

Foreign matter may be mixed in. Clean the inside of the screw path. If it
recurs, please contact us.
It is possible that the screw count sensor is abnormal or multiple screws
are stuck in the tube. If the screw count sensor is abnormal, replace the
sensor. If multiple screws are mixed, take corrective action. In case of
recurrence, please contact us
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࣓ࢵ࢟
Slit
㺛㺶㺍㺢

Luminous
sensor
Ⓨග㺜㺻㺙㺎

発光センサーsensor
Luminous

Light
recieving sensor
ཷග㺜㺻㺙㺎

Ⓨග㺜㺻㺙㺎
Slit
スリット
受光センサー
Light
recieving sensor

９． Specifications
[CAUTION]
Input：AC100〜240V 50/60 ㎐
Output：DC15V
･This machine is a dedicated machine for the specified
Feeder：169W x 436D x 269H (mm)
Dimensions
screw. Please contact us when changing the screw type.
Shoot box：113W x 213D x 227H (mm)
For improvement, the design, performance and
・
Weight
Feeder：Approx. 15kgf Shoot box：Approx. 2kgf
ཷග㺜㺻㺙㺎
ฎ
Screw capacity
Approx.1300cc
⇕⌮
specifications are
ୖsubject to change without prior notice.
㺛㺶㺍㺢
Shoot box : 1unit
I/F cable : 1piece
⾲ฎ
ᮦ
unit is less than LAeq 70 dB at a distance
㠃 ⌮ ・The noise of this㉁
Operation Manual : 1copy AC adapte r: 1unit
ᣦᐃ௨እࣀᑍἲࢽᑐࢫࣝᑍἲᕪࠉࠉ㸦s㸧 ᣦ
Accessories
of 1 㸮⣭
m.㸯⣭ 㸰⣭ 㸱⣭ 㸲⣭ 㸳⣭ ᐃ
Hexagon Wrench:1piece Screwdriver : 1piece
➼
⣭ with EC directive. Please check the
・This product complies
Screw delivery tube : 3m
ゅ
ᑻ
Installation location Level stable place
EC Declaration of Conformity for
compliance standards.
ᗘ
ᗘ
Installation and
・Temperature:0～40℃
㒊
సᡂᖺ᭶᪥
storage condition ・Humidity:10～85％(Without condensation）
ရྡ
⤌❧㺚㺶㺻㺞㺼

EMC:2014/30/EU
ぶ㒊
ኚ᭦␒ྕ ᖺ᭶᪥
ᢎㄆ ኚ᭦⪅
ኚࠉ᭦ࠉグࠉ
␒
Compliance standard MD:2006/42/EC
ᅗ
ᢎ
᳨
タ
〇
〇

㧗ᶫ
㧗ᶫ
ኚࠉ᭦ࠉグࠉ
ཬᕝ
㧗ᶫ ရ %6'%6&/
ᖺ᭶᪥
RoHS2:2011/65/EU
7%6ࠉࠉ ኚ᭦␒ྕ
Power AC adapter
（switching type)
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１０． Warranty
For users within Japan, the product is covered by warranty for a period of six months after the date of delivery. Such warranty will not
be applicable to purchase or users outside of Japan. If it should become faulty, however, please contact your local dealer.
Solutions to the following situations may be implemented at a reasonable charge without regard to the warranty period.
1. Failure due to improper handling.
2. Failure due to product modification or improper processing.
3. Failure due to causes beyond control (for example earthquake or fire).
4. Failure attributable to any cause other than this product.
5. Consumables (brushes, main motor, stopper, bit guide) and replaceable parts and replacement work expenses.
The repair parts shall be available within 5 years after purchase.
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１１. Extaernal dimensions
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ᮏయ 

Screw
ᮏయ feeder
㺦㺚㺼ᢞධཱྀ

Shoot
box
ࢩ࣮ࣗࢺ࣎ࢵࢡࢫ




Screw
inlet
㺦㺚㺼ᢞධཱྀ

[Unit]
mm
>༢PP@


Screw
outer port
ᅽ㏦㺟㺋㺎㺪㺼᥋⥆ཱྀ

㺐㺻㺞㺎㺪㺈㺐㺛㺗㺎㺪㺼㺷

ᅽ㏦㺟㺋㺎㺪㺼᥋⥆ཱྀ
Mount bracket



Power
switch
㟁※㺛㺐㺍㺟

Screw
inlet port
ᅽ㏦㺟㺋㺎㺪㺼ᕪ㎸ཱྀ


for φ 28 pipe
㺐㺸㺖㺞㺎ȭྲྀ㔠ල

I/F
cable
㺐㺻㺞㺎㺪㺈㺐㺛㺗㺎㺪㺼㺷








I/F cable
㺐㺻㺞㺎㺪㺈㺐㺛㺗㺎㺪㺼㺷
$&㺏㺞㺼㺪㺽㺞㺎
DC
Jack








Air㺸㺕㺼㺋㺸㺎㺞㺎
regulator
㺸㺕㺼㺋㺸㺎㺞㺎

ᑍἲ㸸

Feeding activation
switch
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ᙉไᅽ㏦㺛㺐㺍㺟


 



Unloading
lever
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Please note that on disposal, this product may be safely recycled in accordance with the relevant national legislation relating to
electrical/ electronic products. If in doubt please contact your retailer for guidance.

http://www.ohtake-root.co.jp
岩手県一関市萩荘字金ヶ崎
〒 021-0902
2727
〒021-0902
岩手県一関市萩荘字金ヶ崎
Tel
Tel +81-191-24-3144
0191-24-3144
Fax
+81-191-24-3145
Fax 0191-24-3145

27 Kangasaki
Kanegasaki
Hagisyou
Ichinoseki
Ichinoseki
Hagisyou
Iwate, 021-0902
JAPAN
021-0902 JAPAN
Tel
Tel +81-191-24-3144
+81-191-24-3144
Fax
Fax +81-191-24-3145
+81-191-24-3145

「Quicher」 「OHTAKE」 「OHTAKE ・ ROOT KOGYO」 is a trademark or registerd trademark of OHTAKE ・ ROOT KOGYO CO.,LTD.]
「Quicher( クイッチャー）」 「OHTAKE」 「OHTAKE ・ ROOT KOGYO」 は、 株式会社 大武 ・ ルート工業の商標又は登録商標です。
The speciﬁcation and the design of a product may be changed without a preliminary announcement for improvement.
改良のため、 予告なくデザイン、 性能、 仕様等を変更することがあります。
Photocopy, reproduction or publication of any part of this user's manual without permission, is strictly prohibited by copyright law.
この取扱説明書の一部または全部の無断転載、 複製を禁じます。
(as of Dec, 2020)
© Copyright OHTAKE ・ ROOT KOGYO CO.,LTD.
(2020年 12月現在 )

